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 May 2007                        JNF Information Update
We are pleased to update you on Jewish National Fund activities.  We hope these monthly reports will
be informative and interesting. 

To learn more about JNF please visit our website : www.jnf-ca

JNF Information Update includes:

JNF Celebrates Jerusalem Day -  Fortieth Anniversary of the Reunification JNF Forests & Sites in
Jerusalem & its Environs
The Manitoba First Nations Delegation

 

JNF Celebrates Jerusalem Day - Fortieth Anniversary of the Reunification

Today’s Jerusalem is a very different city to that of thirty or even ten years ago. The city is in a constant state of change,

as the municipal boundaries are expanded and new neighborhoods and roads are added. Jerusalem is currently the

largest city in Israel, with a population of more than 700,000. Its human mosaic embraces people of different cultures,

races, and religions. As Israel’s capital, it hosts government offices and institutions.

Jerusalem is central to the Jewish consciousness. It is the realization of 2000 years of prayer and hope. As such, it is a

universal, spiritual, cultural, religious, historical, and archaeological focal point not only for Jews, but for people the world

over.
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 Jerusalem Residents
Year Number of Residents

November 1948 83,984
November 1966 195,700
November 1967 266,300

68,550 Non Jewish
65,857 East  Jerusalem

December 2007 713,200
 

 

JNF Forests & Sites in Jerusalem & its Environs

Jerusalem is surrounded by mountains, pine forests, natural woodlands, parks and recreation areas, established by JNF

with the help of its friends worldwide. Tree planting, road-works, and the building of playgrounds create active recreation

sites, with magnificent views and beautiful rest and leisure corners in and around the capital. This chain of forests and

open spaces is called the “Crown of Jerusalem”, a natural and live green lung which encompasses Jerusalem and its

surroundings. This green belt consisting of 22 forests, groves and parks, is spread over 20,000 dunams. 

The Peace Forest is located at the foot of the Armon Hanatziv Promenade. The forest was planted after the Six Day

War in the no-man’s land between the western and eastern sections of the city. The forest has shade pavilions, rest

corners, gardens, and magnificent observation points. The forest spreads over 400 dunams and its name symbolizes the

hope for peace and serenity between all Jerusalem's residents. 

Jerusalem Forest - "a victory in the quality of the environment" and "the "green lung" of the capital" was planted in the

fifties on 4,500 dunams of land for the welfare of Jerusalem's residents and visitors.
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Gilo Forest and Park, set up

by Friends of JNF , is located

near the Gilo neighborhood, in

south Jerusalem. The park

includes active recreation spots

and playground equipment. 

The Gerald Halbert  Park &
Observation
Plaza is located

east of the Mt.

Scopus campus

of The Hebrew University, in the northern part of the city. The site

has a tree grove and stunning view of the Judean Desert,

Mountains of Moab, and southern Jerusalem.

The Aminadav Forest, spread over 7,000 dunams, was planted in

combination with natural woodland to create the largest of greater

Jerusalem's open spaces, for the benefit of residents and visitors.

From the scenic route blazed by JNF along the Soreq contour, one

has a striking view of the Soreq and Refa'im riverbeds and the

Jerusalem Hills, and in the distance one can also see the plains of

central Israel. In the forest are several natural springs, beautiful,

ancient agricultural terraces, orchards, ancient winepresses, clothing houses, and chalk pits. Recreation sites dot the

entrances to the forest, including some with sport equipment and activity centers. There are cycling trails -  a sign-posted

tracking trail and a trail for the physically challenged next to the Sa'adim Ruins.

Ma’ale Hahamisha Forest - Located on the outskirts of Jerusalem .

The forest has ancient pine trees along with varied species of other

trees, some of them very rare in Israel. The access road has sites

which are relevant to the War of Independence. Nearby there is a

military cemetery and a memorial to the soldiers who fell in the battle

for Jerusalem.

 

The Manitoba First Nations Delegation
The Manitoba Delegation, recently in Israel on a ten-day visit as guests of JNF, included representatives from
three local bodies to promote the Misipawistik Cree community, who have merged within the framework of the
Tribes of the First Nations. 

The objective was to make available information and technology that has been developed and applied in Israel
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and in JNF, about cultivation of
hothouse crops, to aid the Tribes of the
First Nations. JNF provides them with
knowledge, guidance, and technology
that will enable members of the tribe to
cultivate hothouse crops to earn an
independent living, to end the cycle of
unemployment and improve their
nutrition and dietary conditions. 

The visit of the delegation to Israel will
promote cooperation; expose members
of the delegation to technology
developed in Israel and enable meetings
with the developers. The opportunity to
meet agricultural experts, to ask
practical questions pertaining to the
application of the project in Manitoba
and to view the implementation of
technology, has created much

enthusiasm and community spirit among members of the delegation. 
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The visit also constituted the Tribes' first encounter with the State of Israel, its national sites and historic
places, as delegates participated in the 59th Independence Day celebrations, visited the military base at
Palmachim, and toured hothouses for flower cultivation at Moshav HaYogev where the technology for the
project is being implemented. There was much focus on the issue of water management and members of the
delegation were invited to meet professors, professionals and experts in water management in Israel. 
 

Make a donation today!
This link will enable you to send us an email where you may indicate your donation.  For security
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purposes we will contact you directly to confirm the transaction. Please do not include credit card
information.

 


